The - assumptions unde rlying the
proposed definition of social competence necessitate that data fo r
assessment purposes be obtained by
observing children's natural behaviors during social interchanges. T he
observation system to be used should
include referents of (a) general context, (b) specific interactio.l events,
and (c) child behaviors.
The key .to the achievement of
such an assessment approach rests
in tbe type of observation system
tbat can be constructed and in the
treatment of the resultant observation data. The advances of presentday compute r technology and capabilities, as well as current knowledge
of systems and approaches to observation and ethnography, deem it
feasible for an attempt in this direction. The advantage of such an
approach is reflected in meaningful
measurements relative to psychometric and ethnic differences.
With regard to psychometrics, the
repertoire approach facil itates developmental assessment of persons
at any level of development. The
repertoire score can be meaningfully compared across various age
periods to address directly the ques·
tion of how the repertoi re has been
enhanced and not just whether or
not it has been. T his is reflected
by the elamination of whether the
repertoire includes additional modalities and/ or more complex/ coordi.
nated/ integrated modalities of expressions. Once a behavior has been
reliably observed, it can clearly be
viewed as part of the child's repertoire.
One of the most important advantages is the expectation that
qualitatively diffe rent repertoires
(that is, repertoires composed of
quite diffe rent subcomponents) at
similar le\'els of comple~ ty would
be equally facilitating. The repertoire approach sets tbe framework
for the di rect ass~smen t of quite
different behavioral mixes acrordi ng
to a cult ural norm. Behaviors acquired from minority culture experience are viewed as being as
right and as facilitating, given the

opportunity to apply them, a!' are
beh.wiors of comparable levels of
complexity and differentiation that
are acquired within a mainstream
culture. What is important to as·
sess, according to this perspective, is
the composition of the repe rtoi re of
a given child, not wbether any particu'ar norm-based criterion behavior
has been acqui red by a particular
poin t in time. Any alt ernative-in
the language or nonverbal response
variations used by any ethnic or
cultural group-is a valid alternative.
In sum, this model of assessment considers all child behavior as
potentially useful in constructing
indices of competence and thus provides recognition and legitimation
of cultural and/or ethnic strengths.
T his approach also permits the examination and compa rison of the
behavioral mixes or components that
make up a child's repe rtoire at different developmental periods ; bence,
the transitions in repe rtoire devel·
opment may be traced. These two
factors should be especially useful
in program planning for intervenlion programs such as Head Start.

cern fa psychology because publications are a refl ection of the scientific
qualifY of the profession. Both. as
a group ,lnd individually, psychologists are intimately dependent on
professional publications for knowl _
edge of ildvancements in their fiel~
and. often, for personal advancement. It therefore becomes a matler of ~J m e personal and p ro fes~
sional importance that manuscript
reviewers and editors agree on what
articles are of sufficient quality to
warrant inclusion in scarce journal
pa ges.
Previous investigations of agreement between manuscript reviewers
generally sought to quantify ag reement by means of correlational sta·
tistics but often foun d coeffi cients of
such low magnitude that concern
over the review process was expressed (Hendrick, 1977; McCartney, 1973). In cont rast with these
pessimistic results, Crandall (June
1978) recently questioned the appropriateness of correlational statistics because of their essentially
associational natu re ; instead, he advocaled the percentage-or-agreement
stalistic as more useful for the
measurement of t rue agreement beREFERE NC ES
tween raters. The percentage-ofagreement
statlsllc was. used by
Merccr, J . R. i\ policy statcment 00
a5.StsSmenl proadures :and the righ ts Scarr and Weber (October 19 78) to
of childre n. HartHJ rd EdllcatiONal
report on American Psychowgist
Review, 1974 , 44, 125.
re views and by Crandall ( 19 78) to
Sar:ason, S. B., & Dotil, J. Educa- reanalyze the data of Scott (1974 )
tiONal J. rlndicap, pMbuc polk y, and
and Hendrick (19 77). Based on
social history. t-;ew York : Free
obtained percentages, Crandall conPr.!S5, 1979.
Zig ler, E ., & Tric kett, P. K. IQ, ~O_
cluded tht "the best estimate of
cial competencc, and evaluation of agreement on publishability is about ·
carly childhood intervcntion pro- 70%" ( I'. 624 ), and Searr and
grams. AmnilaN Psy,hologist , 1918,
Weber ( 1178 ) eJ:pressed a new faith
JJ,78Q-798.
in themselves "as casual observers"
LEE C. LEE
(p.93 5).
Department oj Hu man Development
Chance as an alternative explanaand Pamily Studies
tion of :tigh [nteHater agreement
Comell Uni'IJersity
percentages was considered by Crandall but was not incorporated into
the calcu ation of his 70% agreement statistic. In any classification
Chance and Llterrater
situation II certain amount of agreeAgreement on Manuscripts
ment arne ng raters would be found
Agreement between reviewers over by cbance alone, and thus any statea manuscript's appropriateness for ment of interrater agreement must
publication has long been of con- refl ect not only how much agree-
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ment is evident but also how much
agreement is in evidence beyond
what would be expected by chance
alone. Such a statement was not
provided by Scarr and Weber o r by
C randall, and their reported percentages of agreement must be considered with caution because of the
unknown influence of chance embedded in each reported percentage.
An index of ag reement among observers that takes chance into account was developed by Cohen
( 1960) and was subsequently extended by Light (1971) and Fleiss
(1971). This statistic might prove
useful in analyzing agreement between manuscript reviewers. The
kappa statistic (..c) indicates the
proportion of agreement remaining
after chance agreement is removed,
ranges from negative values (less
than chance agreement) through
ze ro (chance agreement) to +1.00
( perfect agreement ), and is distributed as a standard nonnal
va riate.
An application of 0: to the Per sonolity and Social Psychology Bulleti" ( PSPB ) data of Hendrick
( 1977) was undertaken to determine
t he percentage of agreement between manuscript reviewers after
chance agreement had been excluded. I n the case of the PSPB ,
a S-point scale was used, where
Category I was "definitely accept ,"
Category 2 ..... as "probably accept,"
Category 3 was "reject but recommend revision and resubmission, "
Category 4 was " reject but a reYlSIon may be acceptable eventually," and Category 5 was "definitely reject. "
Analysis was accomplished with Fleiss's (19 71 )
computational formulas ( Watkins &
McDermott, 1979). A IC of .IS (Z
= 3.856, P < .00 1) resulted; this
indicates that 15% of the possible
greater-than.chance agreement was
obtained. To determine if the reviewe rs agreed on a general acceptreject dimension , kappas were recalculated afte r collapsing the 5point scale into a dichotomy by considering all ratings of I, 2, or 3 as
belonging to the "possibly accept"

category and all ratings of 4 and 5
as belonging to the " reject" category. A resultant 0: of .09 1 (Z =
1.18, "s ) indicates a lack of agreement beyond chance and, additio nally, confirms .the large role chance
plays in such a dichotomy. It appears ' that the interrater agrel~ment
of the PSPB reviewers is in fact
only ma rginally greater than chance,
and C randall's faith in the review
process, as demonstrated by these
reviewers, may be prematu re.
An additional application of Ie
was unde rtaken to determine the
effects of chance on t he percentageof-agreement statistics reported by
Scarr and Weber ( 1978 ) for the
America" Psychologist reviewers.
In this case, a 5-point scale was
used, whe re Category I was " reject," Category 2 was " reject .and
recommend anothe r journal," Catego ry J was "reject and recommend
resubmission after revision," Category 4 was "accept with minor revisions," and Category S was "accept in present fo r m." A 0: of .49
(Z = 6.75, P < .001) resulted. This
reveals that the agreement between
reviewers was approximately 50%
after chance agreement had been
excluded. An accept- reject dichotomy was again constructed by considering all ratings of 1 and 2 as
belonging to the " reject" category
and all ratings of 3, 4, and 5 as
belonging to the " accept" category.
A I< of .S3 ( Z;:: 4.67 , P < .JOl)
was produced; this indicates that
the A.merican Psychologist reviewers
agreed at a level suhstantially
greater t han would have been expected by chance alone, on the gen·
eral dimension of acceptability for
publication. Such results give support to Scarr and Weber's faith in
themselves as casual observers.
Strikingly different results emerged
from this analysis of percentage-ofagreement statistics among manuscript reviewe rs, with PSP B reviewers :.greeing beyond chance only
marginally and American Psychologist reviewers agreting at Il"vels
substantially beyond chance. It is
apparent that a statistic such as I<

should be used in place of simple
percentage of agreement so as not
to obscure the role .played by
chance. The present disparnte results suggest t ha.t true agreement
among re\'iewers cannot be determined until chance agreement is excluded from consideration.
It stems appropriate that journal
editors should begin to assess directly the true agreement of their
reviewers, rather than relying on
the unproven assumption that valid
allocation of journal pages is being
assured by current procedures. One
hopeful sign, suggested by Gottfredson (October 1978), is the construction of scales for judgment of
article quality. His provocative results indicated improved reliability
because of inc.reased understanding
of what constitutes article quality.
This line of inquiry could be continued and expanded under the leadership of ou r professional organiz..ation through its journal edito rs.
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Author Review of Reviewers

evaluation might make reviewe rs
more conscientious than they sometimes are, (2) editors would have
some information to use when weeding out or retaining referees , and
(3 ) authors would have a cha nce
to provide feedback to the ewtors
and might therefore feel they play
a more useful role in the editorial
I think most authors
process.
would take the process of author
review seriously and would be capable of making the requested assessments. It WQuld also sensitize
thrm to dimensions of adequacy
that they should consider when revi~wing manuscripts.

The system of anonymous manuscript review used by most of our
;ournals has a great weakness: Reviewers of manuscripts are not suf- JUDITH A. HALL
ficiently accountable for the quality Jolrns Hopkins Univusity
cf their reviews. R eviewers sbculd
not, of course, be acco un table to
particular aut hors, but tbey could
Grad uate Student Success:
be made more accountahle to the
Sex or Situation?
editors and, indirectly, to tbe author
community of which they themAs a subject in Hirsc hberg and
selves are members.
Itkin's ( Dece.mber 1918) study of
I suggest a possible remedy : It cohorts of beginning g-raduate stuis called author review. The ;our- dents from 196 5 to 1970 at the
nal editor would send to the autho r, University of Illinois at Urbanaalong with the letter of decision Champaign, I wish to add some
and the reviews, a postcard ques- information that they omit concem -·
tionnaire (one per review) that
ing potential causes of diffe rential
would request the author to evaluattrition rates by sex. I am writate each review. I suggest that
ing as one who is grateful fo r the
three dimensions o f evaluation are
education I received the re from
necessary : fairness, ca refulness, and
19M to 1970 and who returned to
constructiveness.
There
should receive the PhD in 1971.
also be a place on the card for
7"he au thors app roach the probcomments. The editor would file lelll of graduate student success
the returned postcards under the refrom a personnel psychology perspective reviewers' na mes, noting spe ctive of the following sort : Fethe editorial decision 3nd final ws- rna es enter with somewhat higher
position of the man uscript. At in- standard qualifications (grade point
tervals-perh3ps once a year- the avtTage, verbal scores on the Gradeditor could examine these ques- uate Record Examination, overall
tionnai res. If a particular reviewer scores on admissions criteria) than
received repeated complai nts, he or
males do, yet only 35% of them
she could be terminated as a re- obtain the PhD , compared with
viewer or could receive admonish68% of the males. How can the
ment from the editor. Presumably, Sell ction procedure be altered to
repeated low ratings would reflect
des':lect (i.e., re ject or terminate)
some real shortcomings in a re- gre.-,ter proportions of potential
viewer's habits rather than the renonfini shers and t hereby boost the
sentment of a particular disap- proportion of those who complete
pointed author.
the program ?
An alternative approach is to conThis procedure would serve several goals : (1 ) The possibility of sider aspects of the depa.rtmental
798 • AKERICAN P SYCHOLOG IST· SEPTEMBER 1979

envi ronment into which the higbly
qualified applicants are placed as
potential causes of differential attrition rates by sa from 1965 to
1970. These include percentage of
full-time female faculty, extent of
financial support for part-time students, and extent of university-supported, low-cost child care. Quantification of these representative
aspects can be summarized concisely : zero. Other .relevant di mensions to be considered include public and private statements of discouragement of female students by
a small percentage of faculty who
had nothing to do ,,"-llh the female
studen ts' achievement.
The loss to psychology of 65% of
the highly selected female students
(as well as 32 % of the highly sel«ted male students) deserves a
more thoughtful response than, What
was wrong with our selection procedures? It begins with the question,
What can our department do to
provide a high-quality academic environment that fosters th.e perseverance of hig hly academically qualified students of both sexes?
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On Selection and "Deselection"
As I read " Graduate Student Success in Psychology" (H irschberg &
Itkin, December 19 78), I compared
the authors' conclusions with my
own memories of the University of
Illinois during the ti me of their
resea rch.
The design of their study reflects
accurately the ·tone of the Department of Psychology at that time:
Success or failure in graduate school
..... as ascribed to intrapersonal traits
such as "conscientiousness." Fac-

